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Abstract
There is an upsurge in interest in the Markov model and also more
general stationary ergodic stochastic distributions in theoretical computer
science community recently, (e.g. see [Vitter,Krishnan,FOCS91], [Karlin,Philips,Raghavan,FOCS92] [Raghavan92]) for use of Markov models
for on-line algorithms e.g., cashing and prefetching). Their results used
the fact that compressible sources are predictable (and vise versa), and
show that on-line algorithms can improve their performance by prediction. Actual page access sequences are in fact somewhat compressible, so
their predictive methods can be of benefit.
This paper investigates the interesting idea of decreasing computation
by using learning in the opposite way, namely to determine the difficulty
of prediction. That is, we will approximately learn the input distribution,
and then improve the performance of the computation when the input is
not too predictable, rather than the reverse. To our knowledge, this is first
case of a computational problem where we do not assume any particular
fixed input distribution and yet computation is decreased when the input
is less predictable, rather than the reverse.
We concentrate our investigation on a basic computational problem:
sorting and a basic data structure problem: maintaining a priority queue.
We present the first known case of sorting and priority queue algorithms
whose complexity depends on the binary entropy H ≤ 1 of input keys
where assume that input keys are generated from an unknown but arbitrary stationary ergodic source. This is, we assume that each of the
input keys can be each arbitrarily long, but have entropy H. Note that H
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can be estimated in practice since the compression ratio ρ using optimal
Ziv-Lempel compression limits to 1/H for large inputs. Although sets of
keys found in practice can not be expected to satisfy any fixed particular
distribution such as uniform distribution, there is a large well documented
body of empirical evidence that shows this compression ratio ρ and thus
1/H is a constant for realistic inputs encountered in practice [1, 31], say
n
typically around 3 to at most 20. Our algorithm runs in O(n log( log
))
H
sequential expected time to sort n keys in a unit cost sequential RAM
machine. This is O(n log log n) with the very reasonable assumption that
1
the compression ratio ρ = H
of the input keys is no more than logO(1) n.
Previous sorting algorithms are all Ω(n log n) except those that (i)
assume a bound on the length of each key or (ii) assume a fixed (e.g.,
uniform) distribution. Instead, we learn an approximation to a unknown
probability distribution (which can be any stationary ergodic source, not
necessarily a Markov source) of the input keys by randomized subsampling
and then implicitly build a suffix tree using fast trie and hash table data
structures.
We can also apply this method for priority queue. Given a subsampling
of size n/(log n)O(1) which we use to learn the distribution, we then have
n
O(log( log
)) expected sequential time per priority queue operation, with
H
no assumption on the length of a key.
Also we show our sequential sorting algorithm can be optimally speed
up by parallelization without increase in total work bounds (though the
parallel time bounds depend on an assumed maximum length L of each
key). In particular, if L ≤ nO(1) , we get O(log n) expected time using
n
)/log n) processors for parallel sorting of n keys on a CRCW
O(n log( log
H
PRAM.
We have implemented the sequential version of our sorting algorithm
on SPARC-2 machine and compared to the UNIX system sorting routine
- quick sort. We found that our algorithm beats quicksort for large n on
extrapolated empirical data. Our algorithm is even more advantageous in
applications where the keys are many words long.

Sorting is one of the most heavily studied problems in computer science.
Given a set of n keys, the problem of sorting is to rearrange this sequence either
in ascending order or descending order. There has been extensive research in
sorting algorithms, both in sequential and parallel settings (see next section for
detail).
Sorting is of great practical importance in scientific computation and data
processing. It has been estimated that twenty percent of the total computing
work on mainframes is sorting. Therefore, even an improvement of a constant
factor will have a large impact in practice. Though the theoretical research
has already had large impact, there are still fundamental problems remaining.
For example, in the study of sequential sorting algorithms, the comparison tree
model assumes that the only operation allowed is comparison and it is well
known that the comparison sort (i.e. merge sort and heapsort [?]) based on
comparison tree model has a lower bound of Ω(n log n) for sorting n elements.
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Sorting algorithms
Counting sort
Radix sort
Bucket sort
Our sort
Andersson’s sort

Assumptions on inputs
integers in range [1, k]
bounded length d of key
random distribution
bounded entropy H
bounded length B
of distinguishing prefix

Running time
O(k)
O(nd)
O(n)
n
O(n log( log
H ))
B
Θ(n log( n log
n + 2))

Table 1: Sorting algorithms not based on comparison-tree model.
However, this bound can be relaxed by allowing operations other than comparison to achieve time bound less than O(n log n). For example, radix sort and
bucket sort which are not based on comparison tree model have a linear running
time assuming that the input keys are drawn from uniform distribution.
As parallel algorithms now play a bigger and bigger role in algorithm implementations, proposed parallel sorting algorithms must be capable of being
optimally sped up (so the product of time and processor equals the total work
of optimal sequential algorithm to parallel machines). This is essential in implementations on real machines since most high performance machines have
parallelism. For example, the powerful CRAY computer can be viewed as a
large vector machine.
Another important aspect in designing fast sorting algorithms is to explore
the input data so that the sorting algorithm can take advantage of input data
satisfying certain properties (e.g. certain probability distribution). This type
of algorithms includes bucket sort and radix sort, with different assumptions
on the input data. In this chapter, we design a sorting algorithm based on a
specific statistical property, namely the bounded entropy, which is true for most
practical files. We give both sequential and parallel versions of the algorithm. In
order to achieve high performance in practice, we use the digital search tree (trie)
data structure used in data compression algorithm to speed up operations on
binary strings. We also give several applications based on the sorting algorithm.

1

Previous Work and Our Approach

Before we present our sorting algorithm, we first summarize previous approaches
for sorting problems and explain why we choose various theoretical assumptions
for our algorithm design.
Computational Model. The Comparison tree model assumes that the only
operation allowed in sorting is comparison between keys to gain order
information [?]. That is, given two keys xi and xj , we perform one of the
following tests xi < xj , xi ≤ xj , xi = xj , xi ≥ xj , or xi > xj to determine
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their order. Other ways such as inspecting the values of the keys are
not allowed to tell the order. Though an excellent model for theoretical
analysis, the comparison model has a drawback that it requires a Ω(log n)
lower bound per key for sorting even with the assumption that keys are
uniformly distributed. Many sorting algorithms are based on comparison
tree model and achieve this optimal time bounds (e.g. quicksort, mergesort
[?]).
On the other hand, there have been sorting algorithms (bucket sort, radix
sort, etc) proposed which are not based on comparison trees (see Table
?? for a list of sorting algorithms which are not based on comparison
tree model). For example, many algorithms instead adopt a more general
unit cost RAM model which assumes that the usual operations such as
addition, shift, multiplication, bit comparison are regarded as one single
step. The unit cost RAM is a more realistic model for the actual machine
architecture and thus has the advantage to be used to design algorithms
which do not have the striction of O(log n) lower time bound.
Two well known examples are counting sort, radix sort and bucket sort.
Counting sort assumes the input consists of small integers to achieve a
linear running time. The radix sort makes the assumption that every
input key is a d-digit integer where d is a constant and also runs in linear
time. The bucket sort runs in linear expected time because it assumes
that the input is generated by a random process that distributes elements
uniformly over the interval [0, 1).
In our sorting algorithm, we assume the unit cost RAM as our computational model with the general assumption that the input keys are drawn
from a bounded-entropy stationary and ergodic source.
Randomized vs. Determininistic Algorithms. Randomized sorts, such as
quicksort which were initially considered only of theoretic interest, are used
on many if not most system sorting routines for large inputs. In general,
randomized algorithms (sequential or parallel) are simpler and easier to
implement than the deterministic algorithms which achieve the same time
complexity, though the time complexity for the algorithm is with high
probability in the case of randomized algorithms. The parallel variants of
randomized algorithms, such as FLASHSORT [?] and SAMPLESORT[?],
have given some of the best implementations of parallel sorting (see [?]
and [?] respectively). Therefore, considering the actual performance of the
algorithm, it is reasonable to adopt the randomized method for parallel
version of our algorithm.
Assumptions on Input Keys (i) Maximum number of bits per key. On the
unit cost RAM, the input keys of sorting algorithms can be regarded as a
sequence of binary numbers with different length (the keys can be easily
converted to binary representation if it is not the case). Some sorting
4

algorithms, such as the algorithms based on data structure of digital search
tree (trie), and Radix Sort, assume that the number of bits per key is
bounded by L. Radix Sort [?] requires O(L/log n) sequential work for
sorting each key. The sorting algorithms using trie approach [?, ?] requires
O(log L) sequential work per key. However, the assumption of bounded
maximum length does not seem to hold widely in practice: in fact, many
major users of sorting routines, e.g., data base joins, require moderately
large key size L. In our algorithm, we does not impose an upper bound
on the maximum length of input keys. In other words, the running of
our algorithm is independent of the maximum length of the input keys.
Instead, since we use prefix matching to find the order of the input keys,
the complexity of the algorithms depends on the length of the first prefix
match between two given keys.
(ii) Random input distribution vs. worst-case analysis. Another commonly
used assumption in sorting algorithm is to analyze the performance of the
sorting algorithm based on certain distribution of the input, e.g. random
distribution or worst case input. The apparent advantage of the worstcase input assumption is that the sorting time bound can be guaranteed
even in the worst case. As we illustrated in the introduction (see Chapter
1), in practice the probability of sorting a worse case input is very small.
On the other hand, if we assume random distribution of the inputs, in
the bucket sorting algorithm [?], sorting each key needs only O(1) expected time. But the random input assumption also does not hold very
frequently in practice as well. Therefore, we do not make assumption on
the probability distribution of the inputs, nor do we base our algorithm
analysis on the worst case inputs. Instead, we only assume that the input
keys are drawn from a stationary and ergodic source with the underlying
probability unknown before running the algorithm.
(iii) Entropy bounded input sets. As computer scientists, we would like to
design algorithms which are applicable to files found in practice. Therefore
it is a good question to ask what general properties of the practical inputs
we can exploit to speed up the sorting algorithm. There have been various sorting algorithms which are not based on comparison-tree model and
make different assumptions about the input source. For example, Manilla
[?] gave an optimal sorting algorithm by measuring presortedness of input.
As discussed in the introduction of this thesis, for large files occurring in
practical applications, the lossless compression ratio is often at least 1.5
and no more than a relatively small constant, say 20 (see definition of entropy and compression ratio in Chapter 1). It is not reasonable to assume
uniformly distributed sets of keys for practical files (otherwise, compression ratio would almost always be 1, which is not the case), so bucket sort
is not appropriate or at least has limited applicability for sorting large
files in practice. Since the performance of our sorting algorithm depends
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on the compressibility of the input keys, we will assume that the source
from which the input keys are generated has a bounded compressibility.
Based on the above observations, we choose assumptions carefully for our
new sorting algorithm to suit the purpose of designing a practical sorting algorithm. We assume the randomized unit cost RAM as the computational
model. In order for the algorithm to have general applications (e.g., database
join applications). we assume no upper bound for maximum number of bits
that each key can have. Since we utilize data structures and techniques used
in data compression algorithms, the time complexity of our algorithm depends
on the compressibility of the input source. We assume that the compressibility
is bounded which is true for practical inputs so that the algorithm runs well in
practice.

1.1

Computational Model

Recall from the introduction that the unit cost RAM model we use allows the
basic operations such as addition, shift, and multiplication to be accomplished
in one single step. We regard the input keys as strings of binary bits. Our
analysis depends on the total number of keys we are processing instead of the
total number of bits the input has. Therefore, we assume no bound on the
maximum length of a given input key. The actual machine memory layout of
the key is irrelevant to the discussion of the algorithm. Specifically, we make the
following assumption to the computational model. Any input key x, represented
by a binary string can be regarded as a binary number representing an integer.
In other words, the input keys can also be viewed as a sequence of integers with
no upper bound. This assumption is needed to insure that operation on trie
data structure, such as finding the longest prefix match in the trie for a new
key, can be accomplished efficiently. We will describe in detail such operations
in next section.

1.2

Statistical Properties of Input Keys

We address the problem of relating the complexity of sorting to some statistical properties of the input keys such as optimal compression ratio and entropy.
Suppose the input source from which the input keys X1 , X2 , X3 , ..., Xn are generated is a stationary and ergodic sequence built over a binary alphabet {0,1}.
Recall from the introduction that informally, “ergodicity” means that as any
sequence produced in accordance with a statistical source grows longer enough,
it becomes entirely representative of the entire model. On the other hand, “stationarity” means the underlying probability mass function of the input source
is not changing over time
Let {Xi , i = 1...n} be the set of input keys which are generated by a stationary source with the mixing condition. Recall from the introduction that a
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(1)

(2)

(3)

X1 |–u1 -|-u1 —–|-u1 —|——
(1)
(2)
(3)
X2 |-u2 –|-u2 —|-u2 –|———
......
(1)
(2)
(3)
Xn |—un —|–un —|-un —–|–
Figure 1: Prefix matches of input keys.
∞

sequence {Xk }1 is said to satisfy the mixing condition if there exists two constants c1 ≤ c2 and integer d such that for all 1 ≤ m ≤ m + d ≤ n the following
holds:
c1 Pr {B} Pr {C} ≤ Pr {BC} ≤ qc2 Pr{B} Pr{C}

(1)

m
n
where B ∈ F−∞
and C ∈ Fm+d
. This mixing condition implies ergodicity of the
∞
sequence {Xk }−∞ .
We now define Fn to be the input file of keys X1 , X2 , ..., Xn concatenated
together. In our algorithm, we only need to consider the first prefix match
of any given key to the dictionary. However, the definition of compression
ratio is consistent with the compression ratio that we achieve when we consider
compressing the concatenated file Fn , since Fn can also be viewed as generated
by the same statistical source. In Figure ?? below, Xi denotes the ith input
key with arbitrary length and uji denotes the jth prefix match of the ith key
achieved by matching against the LZ dictionary (see section below for details).
In our sorting algorithm, only the first prefix match u1i will be involved in the
analysis of the algorithm.
(1)
Let L̄ be the average length of the first prefix match, i.e., L̄ = E(ui ). The
optimal LZ code for n keys has log n bits [?]. Thus, the expected optimal com(1) (1) (1)
pression ratio when we consider the sequence of concatenating u1 ,u2 ,u3 ... is
L̄
log n as n → ∞ [?]. However, as the whole input is generated from a stationary

and ergodic source, this compression ratio also limits to logL̄ n when we consider
compressing the input file Fn . Let H denote the entropy of the input source.
We have the following lemma:
(1)
For large n as n → ∞, H = Entropy(ui ) = Entropy(Fn ) for each i where
Fn is the concatenation of n input keys.

1.3

Random-Sampling Techniques

In our algorithm, a well known technique of randomization is used to make the
algorithm run efficiently in practice. Randomization has been successfully used
in a large number of applications and has recently been used to obtain efficient
algorithms in sorting. For example, sample sort [?] is a sorting algorithm using
random sampling techniques to adapt well to inputs with different distributions.
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The general approach taken by random sampling algorithms is as follows.
We randomly choose a subset R of the input set S to partition the problem into
smaller ones. The partitioned sub-problems can be proven to have a bounded
size with high likelihood. We then solve the sub-problems recursively using
known techniques and form the solution of the whole problem based on the
solutions of the sub-problems. Clarkson [?] has proved that for a wide class of
problems in algorithm design, the expected size of each subproblem is O(|S|/|R|)
and more over the expected total size of the subproblem is O(|S|). Clarkson’s
results show that by using a straight-forward random sampling technique any
randomly chosen subset is within the expected size with constant probability,
implying that it may be not with constant probability. Consequently, his methods yields expected resource bounds but cannot be used to obtain high-likelihood
bounds (i.e. the bounds that hold with probability greater than 1 − nc for any
c > 0). This makes it very difficult to extend his methods to the context of
parallel algorithms.
Later a random sampling technique called over-sampling is introduced which
chooses s|R| number of splitters and then partitions the set into |R| groups separating by the first key, the s-th key, the 2s-th key and so on. The number
s is called oversampling ratio. This technique overcomes the shortcomings of
Clarkson’s method. Reif and Sen [?] also proposed a random sampling technique called polling to obtain “good” samples with high probability with small
overhead.
These random sampling techniques are especially useful for designing parallel algorithms where the primary goal is to distribute the work evenly across the
processors. There has been extensive research on implementing various sorting
algorithms on parallel architectures [?, ?, ?]. Also various parallel sorting algorithms have been implemented on real parallel machine architectures. The
random sampling techniques are used in parallel sorting to distribute the input
keys to processors according to selected buckets where the size of each bucket
is bounded within a constant of expected size with high likelihood. The main
advantage is that the load balancing between processors can be achieved and
the parallel running time which depends on the longest running time of processor can also be bounded. Reif and Sen [?] used random sampling techniques
to solve many parallel computation geometry problems (e.g. Voronoi diagram,
trapezoidal decomposition) where the problems are divided into subproblems
by random sampling and the size of the subproblem is crucial to the parallel
running time of the algorithm.
Another area in which the random sampling techniques are found useful is
designing efficient algorithms whose performance depends on the distribution of
the inputs. In these algorithms, the inputs are normally randomly subsampled
in order to learn the underlying probability distribution of the inputs. Our
sorting algorithm uses random sampling mainly as a tool to learn the unknown
probability distribution of the input source and use this information to aid our
computation.
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2

Sequential Sorting Algorithm

Our sequential sorting algorithm consists of two phases. In the first phase, we
use randomized sampling technique to learn an approximation of the probability distribution of inputs. A digital search tree (trie) is constructed using the
sampled keys in a way similar to the dictionary construction in LZ compression.
The trie is used to reflex an approximation of the actual probability distribution of the input keys. The trie is also used to partition the inputs into separate
buckets.
In the second phase, the input keys are indexed into buckets based on its
prefix match in the trie. We use a standard O(n log n) time sorting algorithm
(e.g. quicksort) to sort each bucket separately and link buckets together using
trie structure.

2.1

Trie Data Structure

The basic idea of our sorting algorithm is to divide the input keys almost evenly
into partitioned buckets. We use a method similar to the construction of a
dictionary in LZ compression to index the input keys into buckets. It differs
from the original dictionary construction in the way that the main purpose for
our algorithm is approximating the unknown distribution of the input keys using
the dictionary instead of actually compressing the inputs.
We now show how to build the dictionary D using a trie data structure
(see Chapter 2 for a detailed presentation on trie). A trivial implementation
of the trie is to use a simple binary tree whose nodes correspond to phrases
of the dictionary. However, the binary tree method is inefficient because the
comparison between an input key and the phrases in the tree is done only on a
bit-by-bit basis, taking O(L) time to find the maximum prefix match between
the key and trie where L is the length of the maximum prefix match.
In our algorithm, we adopt the hash table implementation of the trie where
comparisons can be done more efficiently than the simple binary tree implementation. Each phrase in the trie is now stored in a certain slot of the hash table
where the slot number is determined by a hash function. For the purpose of a
clear presentation, we use the terminologies dictionary (in the context of data
compression), trie (the data structure) and hash table (the actual implementation) interchangeably for the same data structure in the following description
of the algorithm.
We now show how to find the longest prefix match for each input key. The
running time analysis is based on our assumption of the computational model.
Specifically, we assume that any given key can be viewed as an integer and
comparison of integers and hash function computation can all be accomplished
in constant time. Let Ds be the current dictionary we have constructed. For any
new input key x, let Index(x) be the longest prefix of x that is already stored
in the dictionary and dx is the length of Index(x). We can find Index(x) in
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O(log d) time by searching in the hash table where di is the length of Index(xi )
(see [?]). The basic idea of the search is that Index(xi ) can be identified by
doubling the length of prefix of x for comparison each time (similar to binary
search). Without loss of generality, we assume d = 2k (k is an intger) be the
length of the maximum prefix match of x. We first search in hash table to check
whether the prefix consists of only the first character of x is already stored
stored in the trie. This is done by computing the hash function h(x, 1) to find
the index number in the hash table where this character belongs. If we find that
the first character is already stored in the hash table, we double the length of
the prefix under inspection to check the prefix which consists of the first two
characters of xi and so on. When we find that the prefix of length 2k+1 of x
is not in the trie, we reverse the order of search using the same doubling (or
sometimes halving) method to locate the longest prefix of x which is already in
the trie. Since the query of whether a given prefix is in the hash table can be
answered in constant time, the total search time depends on the length of the
first prefix match. Specifically, we find the longest prefix match of input key x
in O(log d) time where d is the length of the longest prefix match.

2.2

Description of the Algorithm

We are now ready to present the sequential sorting algorithm. We assume the
binary strings representing input keys are generated by the same stationary
and ergodic source whose probability distribution is initially unknown. Our
algorithm consists of two phases. In the first phase, the unknown distribution
of the inputs is learned by subsampling from the input and a dictionary is built
using a trie structure from the sampled keys. In the second phase, all input
keys are indexed to buckets associated with the leaves of the dictionary and
each bucket is sorted independently and then concatenated together to produce
the output. A probabilistic analysis (Lemma ??) shows that the size of the
largest bucket can be bounded by O(log n/H) with high likelihood (by high
likelihood, we mean with probability ≥ 1 − 1/nΩ(1) ). We also show that the
sequential time complexity of this algorithm is expected to be O(n log log n),
given that the input keys are not highly compressible, i.e., the compression
ratio ρ ≤ (log n)O(1) .
We present a randomized algorithm for sorting n keys X1 , X2 , ..., Xn . In
the first phase, the distribution of the input keys is learned by building a data
structure similar to a dictionary used in LZ compression.
2.2.1

Random Sampling

First we randomly choose a set S of m = n/log n sample keys from the input keys
and arrange them in random order. We will apply a modification of the usual
LZ compression algorithm to construct a dictionary Ds from the first prefixes
of the sample keys in S as described just below. The leaves of Ds represent the
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set of points which partition the range of inputs into separate buckets according
to the prefixes of input keys. Once Ds is constructed (and implemented by
an efficient hash table [?]), we consider each key Xi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and index
it to the corresponding bucket which is represented by leaves in the trie. Let
(1) (2)
Xi = ui ui ... be the LZ prefix decomposition of Xi using the dictionary Ds .
(1)
Let ui be the longest prefix of Xi that is already stored in the dictionary Ds .
2.2.2

Dictionary Construction

We now describe the construction of dictionary Ds . It is similar to original LZ
algorithm except that we do not actually compress the input key. Ds will be
incrementally constructed from an initially nearly empty set {0, 1} by finding
(1)
the first prefix match usi of each sampled key Xsi (considered at random order)
(1)
in the current constructed dictionary, and then adding the concatenation of ui
(2)
with first bit of ui to the dictionary. This is different from the standard LZ
scheme as we stop processing this key now and go on to the next key. Each
(1)
step takes time O(log |usi |) = O(log dsi ). The main purpose of this dictionary
is to form an approximation of the probability distribution of the input source
so that we can partition the range of input keys into buckets of nearly even size.
2.2.3

Indexing of Keys

Let a leaf of Ds be an phrase in Ds which is not a strict prefix of any other
phrases in Ds . Let LDs be the set of leaves in Ds (these are the leaves of the
suffix tree for Ds had it been explicitly constructed). Let Index(xi ) be the
maximal element of LDs which is lexicographically less than xi . Let di =length
(1)
of Index(xi ). Both ui and Index(xi ) can be found in O(log di ) sequential time
by using trie search techniques.
2.2.4

Sorting

After all keys have been indexed to the corresponding bucket, the buckets are
sorted separately using a standard sorting algorithm (e.g. quicksort) and then
chained together according to the order of sample keys.
The sequential sorting algorithm is described as follows:
Sequential Sorting Algorithm
Input n keys X1 , X2 , ..., Xn , generated by a stationary
ergodic source.
Output sorted n keys.
Step 1: Random sampling
Randomly choose a set S of m = n/(log n) sample elements
from n input elements.
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Step 2: Building buckets
2.1 Randomly permute S = {Xs1 , Xs2 , ..., Xsm }.
2.2 Construct the dictionary Ds as described.
2.3 For each leaf wj of Ds (recall a leaf is an element
of Ds which is not a prefix of any other element of Ds ),
Bucket[wj ] ← ∅.
Step 3: Indexing keys
Indexing using Ds .
for each key Xi , i = 1, ..., n do
3.1 Use trie search to find the Index(Xi ) (where
index is defined above).
3.2 Insert Xi into the corresponding Bucket[Index(Xi )]
associated with the index of Xi .
Step 4: Sorting
4.1 Sort leaves of Ds using a standard sorting algorithm (e.g. Quicksort).
4.2 Sort elements within each bucket using standard sorting
algorithm (e.g. Quicksort).
4.3 All buckets are linked under the order of the sorted
leaves.

2.3

Analysis of Complexity

To bound the maximum size of the buckets, we have the following lemma: The
1
for large
size of each resulting bucket is O(log n/H) with probability ≥ 1 − nΩ(1)
n where H is the entropy of the input source.
Proof: Recall that LDs is defined to be the set of leaves of dictionary Ds .
In [?] it is shown that there exist c, c0 where c and c0 are two positive numbers
such that any leaf y ∈ LDs has probability between c/|LDs | and c0 /|LDs | when
|Ds | → ∞.
This result of [?] implies that for each key Xi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) with the same
probability distribution, for each leaf y ∈ LDs , there exist constants c00 and c000 ,
such that
c00 /|LDs | ≤ P rob(y = Index(Xi )) ≤ c000 /|LDs |.
Furthermore, [?, ?] shows that the size of the set of leaves |LDs | limits to
H|Ds | for large |Ds |. Recall that in our algorithm |Ds | = |S| = O(n/ log n).
Combine the above results and the fact that the the number of indexed keys
falling into a certain bucket follows binomial distribution, we conclude that the
number of keys in
Bucket(y) = {xi |Index(xi ) = y}
is less than O(log n/H) with probability ≥ 1 −

1
.
nΩ(1)

2

We state the time complexity theorem of our algorithms as follows.
n
The sorting algorithm takes O(n log( log
H )) sequential expected running time
where H is the entropy of the input keys.
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Proof: Step 1 of the algorithm takes O(|S|) time where |S| = n/ log n is
the number of the sampled keys. In step 3, we define average length of the first
prefix match
L̄ =

Σni=1 di
n

(2)

Note that the optimal compression ratio ρ of the inputs is related to the expected
length of first prefix match of the inputs such that
ρ=

L̄
.
log n

Also recall that searching the index of Xi takes O(log di ) time where di is the
length of Index(Xi ). Inserting key Xi into the corresponding bucket takes O(1)
time. Therefore the time complexity for step 3 is Σni=1 log(di ) = Σni=1 log(di ) =
n
log Πni=1 di ≤ log L̄n = n log L̄ = n log(ρ log n) = n log( log
H ).
Similarly, the time for step 2 can also bounded by n log(log n/H). Finally In
step 4, sorting leaves in Ds only takes time no more than O(n) as |S| = n/log n
and |LDs | ≤ |S|. Then each bucket is sorted separately using a sorting algorithm
which takes time O(ui log ui ) for each bucket where ui is the size of the ith
bucket. Note that
|LDs | ≤ |S| = n/log n.
By Lemma ??, the size of each bucket is bounded by O(log n/H) with high
likelihood, the expected time complexity of step 4 therefore is
|LD |
T4 = Σi=1 s ti
|LDs |
= Σi=1 ui log ui
n/log n
≤ O(Σi=1 ui log(log n/H))
|LDs |
n
= O(n log( log
H )) as Σi=1 ui = n.
n
Thus, the total sequential time complexity of the algorithm is O(n log( log
H )).
2
We immediately have the following corollary assuming that the entropy H
of the input keys is bounded:
1
The algorithm takes O(n log log n) expected time if H ≥ (log n)
O(1) .

2.4

Experimental Testing

We implemented the sequential version of our sorting algorithm on SPARC-2
machine. The standard sorting algorithm we use for sorting the keys inside
each bucket is the Sun OS/4 system call qsort. We tested the algorithm on
20 files with 24, 000 to 1, 500, 000 keys from a wide variety of sources, whose
compression ratios ranged from 2 to 4. We also derived an empirical formula
for the runtime bound of our algorithm. For comparison, we also did this for
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Figure 2: Comparison of our sorting algorithm with Quick sort.
the UNIX system sorting routine - Quicksort. The results are shown in Figure
??.
It is well know that the time of sorting each key using Quick sort can be
expressed in terms of the total number of keys: Tq = c0 + c1 log N . As we
already showed in the description of our sorting algorithm, the corresponding
empirical formula for our sequential algorithm with fixed sample size is (regard
the entropy as a small constant): Te = d0 + d1 log log N .
We determined the constants using the experimental results:
c0 = 14.2, c1 = 1.68, d0 = 40.00, d1 = 3.73.
From the empirical formulas, it is easy to see that our sorting algorithm has a
larger constant for the linear factor and that explains why our algorithm does
not perform very well when the size of the input is small. The larger constant for
the linear factor is due to the large overhead caused by random sampling and
dictionary indexing. However, the linear factor becomes less dominant when
the size of the input grows large enough, as the formula shows. As predicted,
our sorting algorithm performs better and better when the input size becomes
larger and larger. By extrapolation from these empirical tests we found our
sequential sorting algorithm will beat quicksort when the total number of input
keys N > 3.2 × 107 .

2.5

Discussion

In this section, we have presented the sequential sorting algorithm and its implementation. Like other non-trivial algorithms, our algorithms performs well
when the size of the input becomes large enough to cancel out the effect of large
overhead. The major cost of any sorting algorithm is the time spent for any key
to decide its relative position in the whole input. Our basic idea is based on
this observation and we try to eliminate unnecessary comparisons by dividing
keys into ordered subgroups so that the only information needed for any key
to be sorted is to find its relative position in its subgroup. Since the input key
itself, especially its prefix, contains informations on which subgroup it belongs
to, the preprocessing, or learning phrase of our algorithm uses this information
to index keys to buckets instead of redundant comparisons between two keys.
We utilize the trie data structure to execute string operations such as finding
the maximum prefix of any given key in the trie and inserting new phrases to the
trie. We also use the idea of constructing a dictionary using a method similar
to dictionary construction in LZ compression. The dictionary we construct
has a nice property that it becomes a better and better approximation of the
probability distribution of the input source as it incrementally inserts more and
14

more input keys. Intuitively, if certain prefix has a high probability of appearing
in input keys, there will be proportionally many input keys with this prefix that
are sampled. The dictionary will reflex the underlying probability distribution
with high likelihood if the number of input keys is large enough. Furthermore,
as a property of the trie, the probability of an input key reaching to any leaf of
the trie is about the same (see Lemma ??). This makes the task of finding a
good partition of buckets especially easy.
Studies have indicated that sorting comprises about twenty percent of all
computing on mainframes. Perhaps the largest use of sorting in computing
(particularly in business computing) is the sort required for large database operations (e.g., required by joint operations). In these applications the keys have
length of many machine words. Since our sorting algorithm hashes the key
(rather than compare entire keys as in comparison sorts such as quicksort), our
algorithm is even more advantageous in the case of large key lengths in which
case the cutoff is much lower. In case that the compression ratio is high (i.e.
the input source is highly predictable), which can be determined after building
the dictionary, we just adopt the previous sorting algorithm, e.g., quick sort.
In later sections, we will demonstrate that the same techniques used in sequential sort (trie data structure, fast prefix matching etc) can be extended to
other problems (e.g., computational geometry problems) to decrease computation by learning the distribution of the inputs.

3

Priority Queue Operations

A priority queue[?, ?, ?] is a data structure representing a single set S of elements each with an associated value called a key. A priority queue supports the
following operations:
Insert(S, x): insert the element x into the set S. This operation can be written
as S ← S ∪ x.
Max(S): return the element of S with the largest key.
Extract-Max(S): remove and return the element of S with the largest key.
These operations can be executed on-line (i.e., in some arbitrary order and
such that each instruction should be executed before reading the next one).
The priority queues are useful in job scheduling and event-driven simulator. In
some applications, the operations Max and and Extract-Max are replaced by
operations Min and Extract-Min which returns the element with the smallest
key.
Our sequential algorithm can be modified to perform priority queue operations. The bottleneck of the algorithm of [?] is the time for prefix matching
which depends on the maximum length of all possible keys. Applying our algorithm to build an on-line hash table which contains all the keys presently in the
priority queue, the time for prefix matching an arbitrary key can be reduced
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to O(log log n/H) by searching through the hash tables. As an example, given
a priority queue S and a key x to be inserted, we use the precomputed hash
table to search for the maximum prefix match for x in S. This effectively gives
the position of key x in S. We then proceed to insert x into S which takes
constant time once the position of x in the hash table is known. After key x is
inserted into the trie, we use a pointer to link it to the key which is left neighbor
of x had all the keys been explicitly sorted (i.e. the biggest key in all the keys
that are smaller than x). The left neighbor can be identified in the process of
searching. We keep a pointer pointing to the maximum key of the input keys.
The Extract-Max operation can be performed in constant time by moving the
pointer pointing to the maximum key to its left neighbor.
The time complexity of each operation does not depend on the length of the
longest input key. Instead, since the running time depends on the length of the
maximum prefix match for any key in the priority queue, the complexity is only
related to the entropy of input keys. We have the following corollary.
Assume that the input keys are generated by a stationary and ergodic source
satisfying mixing condition, the priority queue operations can be performed in
O(log(log n/H)) expected sequential time where H is the entropy of input keys.
2

4

Randomized Parallel Sorting Algorithm

The sequential sorting algorithm we presented was based on a divide and conquer strategy. That is, the problem is divided into subproblem after learning
certain statistical properties of the input keys. The division of the subproblems
is carefully carried out so that the subproblems are of even size. The subproblems are then solved independently and the results are combined together to
form the overall solution of the problem. Therefore, this parallalism underlying this algorithm can be utilized to design an efficient parallel version of our
algorithm which will be presented in this section.
There has been extensive research and also implementations in the area of
parallel sorting. Reischuk [?] and Reif & Valiant [?] gave randomized sorting
methods that use n processors and run in O(log n) time with high probability.
The first deterministic method to achieve such performance was an EREW comparison PRAM algorithm based on the Ajtai-Komlós-Szemerédi sorting network.
However, the constant factor in this time bound is still too large for practical
use though it has an execution time of O(log n) using O(n) processors. Later,
Bilardi & Nicolau [?] achieved the same performance with a practical small constant. Cole [?] also has given a practical deterministic method of sorting on an
EREW comparison PRAM in time O(log n) using O(n) processors. Reif & Rajasekaran [?] presented an optimal O(log n) time PRAM algorithm using O(n)
processors for integer sorting where key length is log n and Hagerup [?] gave an
O(log n) time algorithm using O(n log log n/log n) processors for integer sorting
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with a bound of O(log n) bits per key.
List ranking problem is that given a singly linked list L with n objects, we
wish to compute, for each object, the distance from the end of the list. The
known lower bound for list-ranking is Ω(log n/log log n) expected time (Beame &
Hastad [?]) for all algorithms using polynomial number of processors on CRCW
PRAM. If the results of the sorting algorithm are required to rank all the keys
instead of just a relative ordering of them, this lower bound applies to the
sorting problems as well. However, in many problems only the relative ordering
information of the keys is needed and the sorting algorithm does not include a
list-ranking procedure at the end, the sorting can be accomplished much faster.
If this is the situation, the sorted keys can be loosely placed in the final list
with empty places between any two of them. For example, [?] gives a Padded
Sort (sorting n items into n + o(n) locations) algorithm which requires only
Θ(log log n) time using n/log log n processors, assuming the items are taken
from a uniform distribution.
We present a parallel version of our algorithm on CRCW PRAM model (see
introduction for CRCW). We have the following theorem.
Let Lmax be the number of bits of the longest sample key. If Lmax ≤ nO(1) ,
n
we get O(log n) expected time using O(n log( log
H )/log n) processors for parallel
sorting where H is the entropy of the input.
Proof: Assume that Lmax ≤ nO(1) and all keys are originally put in an
array A1 of length n.
The first part of our algorithm is indexing n keys to |LDs | buckets in parallel
log L̄
using P = O( nlog
n ) processors. There are log log n + 1 stages which we will
define below.
Stage 0: here we do random subsampling of size n/log n from the n input
keys, build up the hash table for indexing, precompute all random mapping
functions for i = 1... log log n,
Ri : [1...ni ] → [1...ni ]
where ni = (cn3 )i for some constant c3 which will be determined below. All those
operations take O(log n) parallel time using O(n/log n) processors [?, ?].
Stage 1: we arrange n keys in random order on an array with length n and
log n
randomly assign O( log
) keys to each processor. Each processor j(1 ≤ j ≤ P )
L̄
log n
log n
then works on keys from (j −1) log
to j log
assigned to it separately for c0 log n
L̄
L̄
time where c0 is a constant greater than 1. In particular, each processor indexes
keys to buckets using the same technique described in our sequential algorithm.
We can show at the end of this time there will be at most a constant factor
decrease in the number of all keys left unindexed, say n/c1 where c1 > 1. Then
we use the precomputed random mapping function R1 to map all keys to another array A1 with the same size of n which takes log n/log L̄ time using P
processors. We now subdivide A1 into segments each with size c2 log n. Then
a standard prefix computation is performed within each segment to delete the
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already indexed keys which takes O(log log n) parallel time using n processors,
so we can slow it down to O(log n) time using nlog log n/log n processors. Define
c3 = c2 /(1 + ) where  is a given constant say 1/3. The size of array A1 now
n
n
becomes n/c3 . Then we assign processor j keys from (j − 1) c3log
to j c3log
.
log L̄
log L̄
To bound the number of unindexed keys per processor, we have the following
lemma :
The number of unindexed keys for each processor after random mapping
is at most cc21 log n(1 + ) with probability 1 − 1/nΩ(1) for some small constant
(0 <  < 1/2) and large c2 .
Proof: As the mapping function is random, the number U of unindexed
keys falling into a given segment in A2 is binomial distributed with probability 1/c1 and mean µ = cc21 log n. Applying Chernoff Bounds (see [?] and also
introduction), we have
2 µ

1
Pr(U ≥ cc12 (1 + )log n) ≤ e− 2 = nΩ(1)
for large c2 and given . 2
Stage i: now we apply all operations similar to those in stage 1 on the
array Ai−1 . We assume Ai−1 has length n/(c3 )i−1 and contains only remaining
keys still to be indexed. Each of these stages takes (c3c)0i−1 log n time using P
processors. For example, now the prefix sum can be done in O(log log n) time
n)
using (c3n)i−1 processors. So slowing down the time to O(log
(c3 )i−1 , we only need
nlog log n/log n processors which is less than P . All other time bounds are
achieved similarly.
Repeat this stage until the number of keys left unindexed becomes n/log n
which is less than P . Then we can finally assign each key a processor to finish
the job. The final work takes O(log n) time using P processors as long as
Lmax ≤ nO(1) .
It is easy to see that the number of stages required is log log n. The total
parallel time complexity of these stages then is
log n
O(Σlog
(
i=0

1
c0 log n)) ≤ O(log n)
(c3 )i

.
Next, we sort each bucket separately using a standard comparison based parallel sorting algorithm. Each bucket i of size Bi takes O(log Bi ) time using O(Bi )
|LD |
processors. As each bucket size is bounded by O(log n/H) and Σi=1 s Bi = n,
this sorting of buckets takes O(log(log n/H)) time using O(n) processors. To
n/H)
) processors which
relax the time bound to O(log n), we require O(n log(log
log n
is upper bounded by P .
Finally, we use standard list-ranking algorithm to rank each key which takes
only O(log n) time using O(n/log n) processors (see [?]).
The initial construction of the dictionary Ds takes O(log n) time using P
processors by similar techniques. Thus, the total time is O(log n) using P
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Figure 3: Two dimensional convex hull.
processors. 2

5

Application: Convex Hull Problem

In this section, we apply our sorting algorithm to a computational geometry
problem - the convex hull problem. We show that the efficient sorting algorithm
can improve the performance of convex hull algorithm with certain statistical
assumptions on the inputs.
The convex hull problem is defined as follows.
Convex hull problem: Given a set of points in E d (the Euclidean ddimensional space), find the smallest polygon containing these points.
The sequential convex hull problem takes Ω(n log n) operations for n points
in two dimensions and there are algorithms with matching bound. However, It
is well known that the two dimensional convex hull problem can be solved in
linear time if the points are presorted by their x coordinates. Hence we have the
following corollary if we apply our sorting algorithm to sort the x-coordinates
of the input points:
Given a set of points, the two dimensional convex hull problem can be
solved in O(n(log(log n/H))) sequential time where H is the entropy of the
x-coordinates of the input points.
Since the sequential algorithm is straightforward, we are interested in designing an efficient parallel algorithm for the convex hull problem, using some well
known techniques in parallel algorithm design. Below we present a parallel version of the algorithm for solving the two dimensional convex hull problem. The
input is given as a set of n points represented by their polar coordinates (r, θ).
We also assume that the set of points has a random distribution on the angular
coordinate θ while the radial coordinate r has an arbitrary distribution. Also
we assume that the points have been presorted by their angular coordinates.
The parallel machine model we use is CRCW PRAM.
First we choose independently O(log n) sets of random samples each of size
O(n ) ( is a small constant, say 1/3) and apply the polling technique of [?]
to determine a good sample which divides the set into O(n1/3 ) sections (with
respect to θ) each with O(n2/3 ) points with probability ≥ 1 − n−α where α is a
constant. The polling is done by chosing O(log 2 n) subsamples and testing for a
good sample on a fraction n/(log n)O(1) of the inputs and it can be proven that
by applying the polling technique a good sample of the inputs can be obtained
with high probability (refer to [?] for further details).
Within each section, the convex hull is constructed by applying recursively
the merging procedure which we will describe below. This merging procedure
is also applied to construct the final convex hull. The convex hull for the base
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Figure 4: Finding common tangent in a refining process.
case where each section contains less than three points can be constructed in
constant time by a linear number of processors. We now describe the merging
procedure (after constructing the convex hull of each section) in detail as follows:
0
Let 0 be another small constant, say 1/9. We assign n processors for each
pair of sections to find their common tangent. The total number of processors
0
used is (n1/3 )2 n = O(n). As the problem of finding common tangent between
any pair of sections are virtually the same, we focus our attention on only one
pair of sections, say section i and j. However, all the common tangents between
pairs of sections are to be found in parallel. Finding the common tangent
between section i and j is carried out in a constant number of steps, precisely
2/3
0
0 steps. In the first step, we divide both sections into O(n ) subsections and
solve the problem of finding the common tangent between these two sections
after we replace each part by the line segment linking its two endpoints (the
points with minimum and maximum value of θ in the subsection). This problem
can be solved in constant time using the method discussed in [?] which finds
the common tangent in O(1) parallel time using a linear number of processors.
This common tangent (between subsection k in section i and subsection l in
section j) we found is not exactly the one we need but very close because the
real common tangent (between section i and j) must go through subsection k
and subsection l by the convex property (see Figure ??).
0
Then subsection k and l are further divided into n parts. The size of the
0
problem is now reduced to O(n2/3− ). In the following steps, we apply the same
method (O(1) time for each step) to refine the common tangent until we find
the one needed. The total time is still a constant.
After we find all the common tangents between pairs of sections, we construct
the convex hull by allocating edges of convex hull in a counter-clockwise direction. For each section, find the common tangent with the minimum counterclockwise angle with respect to the zero-degree line of the polar system. This
can be accomplished in O(1) time by assigning each section O(n2/3 ) processors
to find the minimum-angle common tangent on a CRCW PRAM [?].
So the merging step takes only O(1) time and O(n) processors. The time
complexity for the parallel algorithm is therefore
T̄ (n) = T̄ (n2/3 ) + O(1) = O(log log n).
In each recursive step, the expected number of processors required is always
O(n). As the work in each recursive step is bounded by O(n) with high probability, the total work for the parallel algorithm is thus O(n log log n) with high
probability ≥ 1 − 1/nΩ(1) .
The above algorithm can be summarized as follows:
Given a set of two dimensional points represented by their polar coordinates
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(r, θ) and assuming that the angular coordinates are presorted, the convex hull of
n points can be constructed in O(log log n) expected time using O(n) processors.
We immediately have the following corollary by applying our parallel sorting
algorithm to sort the angular coordinates of the input points:
Given a set of two dimensional points represented by their polar coordinates
(r, θ) and let H be the entropy of the angular coordinates, the convex hull of
n points can be constructed in O((log(log n/H))) expected time using O(n)
processors on CRCW PRAM. 2

6

Related Work

Following our entropy based sorting algorithm, Andersson and Nilsson [?] later
presented a radix sort algorithm with improved time complexity. Their algorithm analyzes the complexity of the algorithm in terms of a more general
measurement, distinguishing prefixes. Specifically, their algorithm sorts a set of
B
n binary strings in Θ(n log( n log
n + 2)) time, where B is the number of all distinguishing prefixes, i.e., the minimum number of bits that have to be inspected
to distinguish the strings.
The distinguishing prefix is a more general measurement of difficulty of sorting than the entropy of the source from which the inputs are generated. For
a stationary ergodic process satisfying a certain mixing condition (see [?] for
details), the following equation holds:
lim

n→∞

1
E(B̄)
= .
log n
H

Therefore, for any algorithm where the complexity can be expressed in terms
of B̄, the complexity can be expressed in terms of entropy H as well. The reverse
is not true for general inputs. Therefore, the approach analyzing the complexity
of an algorithm in terms of distinguishing prefix is more general than one using
the entropy of a stationary ergodic source.
However, it is noteworthy that their computational model used in the radix
sort is different from ours in that their model assumes that rearranging the
binary strings (the input keys) can be all accomplished by moving pointers.
Also, more importantly, their algorithm depends on the assumption that the
expected length of distinguishing prefix of each key is bounded by a constant
machine words, i.e. w = Ω(B̄), while our sorting algorithm does not depend on
this assumption. In fact, in our algorithm, the expected length of distinguishing
prefix is O(log n/H) rather the length of a constant machine words. If we impose
such assumptions, our algorithm runs in O(n) expected time.
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7

Summary

In this chapter we investigated the first problem, sorting problem, in our study of
applying data compression techniques to improve efficiency of algorithms. After
a survey of previous work on sorting problem, we introduced a new randomized
sorting algorithm with certain statistical assumptions based on trie data structure and binary string processing widely used in data compression algorithms.
The algorithm was implemented and showed good performance comparing with
system sorting routine. In addition, we gave a parallel version of the randomized algorithm in the hope that the divide and conquer nature of our algorithm
can lay a solid ground for a highly parallel implementation. Finally we extend
our method to convex hull problem to reduce the overall time complexity of the
algorithm to O(log(log n/H)).
Our primary motivation of the study of the sorting problem is not trying
to design a fastest sorting algorithm. Instead, we concentrated on studying the
problem of how to apply data structures and associated computational techniques to design efficient sorting algorithm and how to evaluate the validity of
certain statistical assumptions on the input data and utilize these assumptions
to aid algorithm design. Also we presented several results in parallel settings
because the divide-and-conquer nature of our algorithm makes a parallel implementation extremely attractive.
In the next chapter, we will study another fundamental algorithmic problem
- string matching. The motivation to study string matching is the sheer importance of this problem and its difference from the sorting algorithm. As sorting is
an important operation in scientific computations, string matching is crucial in
many areas such as data processing, information retrieval and database design.
Furthermore, unlike the sorting problem where the inputs are a set of independent keys, the string matching problem regards the input as a consecutive data
stream. Thus a different approach in handling the input data is needed to design
new algorithms based on data compression ideas. Instead of applying certain
data structure in design of new algorithms, we will emphasize on how to analyze
the time complexity of a new algorithm based on statistical assumptions of the
inputs.
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